MGCSA Championship Results

AUGUST 26, 2002
THE LEGACY COURSES AT CRAGUN'S BRAINERD, MINNESOTA

CHAMPIONSHIP (gross scores)
75 Steve Busch (won playoff)
75 Bruce Leland
77 Dennis Perreault
79 Barry Provo
79 Brian Brown
80 Jeff Pint
81 Tom Schirck
82 James Rade
83 Jeff Backstrom
84 Steve Rokse
84 Dan Hinton
84 David Johnson
86 Jeff Johnson
86 Todd Daniels
88 Tom Kientzle, CGCS
88 Tom Notch
88 Jeff Bohler
89 Bruce Ellington
91 Mike Nelson
92 Tom Schmidt
93 Walter Brauning, Jr.
95 Scott Elsepeter
96 Greg Simon
96 Brad Klein
97 James Gardner, CGCS

FIRST FLIGHT (net scores)
66 Mike Remond
67 Brad Deyak
69 Tom Mundy
69 Paul Jones
70 M. Anderson
70 Luke Kilgard
70 Joe Gellerman
71 Tom Stout
71 David Kirscht
72 Dave Kaczerca
72 Dale Parske
72 Lenoy Wurm
73 Rick Traves, CGCS
73 Dave Krupp
74 Terry Negien
74 Todd Rahmier
75 Bill Irving
75 Larry Gorman
75 Goerge Peterson
76 Chris Bach
77 Rob Stern
77 Jeff McDowell
77 Scott Held
78 Matt Schmid
78 Chris Schoenrock
80 Dan Brown
81 Brian Evanson
84 Scott Weltzin, CGCS
85 Willie Kadersadt
87 Jeff Vinkeneiser
88 Matt Kuba
91 Cary Feminite
94 Wes Stoneback
107 Scott Mattson
108 Jim Schmitt

SECOND FLIGHT (net scores)
65 Jon Almquist
70 Dave Schmidt
71 Dennis Bain
80 Jared Hackenmueller
81 Tom Johanns
83 Cliff Cloe
83 Mark Goettig
86 Tim Wickland
87 Matt McKinnon
88 Bob Frank
89 Dave Musser
93 Mark Lies

CALLAWAY FLIGHT (net scores)
61 John Stepp
70 Tim Benjam
72 Dave Oerle
72 Tom Lundgren
74 Peter Grover
74 Brent Berkovitz
96 Brad Smith

SENIOR FLIGHT (net scores)
61 John Beyer
64 Doug Daniels
65 Terry Ward
70 Bill MacDonald
71 Steve Garske
72 Cyril Flim
74 Jim O'Neil
75 John Monson
76 Dennis Salves

PICTURED WITH THE CHAMPIONSHIP TROPHY is Steve Busch, left, with MGCSA Executive Director Scott Turtinen. The trophy was donated by Bruce Leland, who was defeated by Busch in a playoff at this year's Championship.